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A-level and GCSE magazines for students
Sometimes even the most able students struggle at A-level, finding it difficult to understand and
summarise tricky topics for the first time. Senior A-level and GCSE teachers suggest that it might be
a matter of giving them an alternative perspective to consider, which their teachers and textbooks
may not have covered. That’s where Hodder Education’s Review Magazines can come into their own.

Providing new perspectives

“ For students,the articles provide

another way of understanding
difficult concepts. There are some
topics that students find tricky,
even when they have been on the
syllabus for a long time, and where
they might lack understanding, the
articles provide an alternative way
of looking at these concepts. I find
that helps build confidence.

”

“ It is essential for students

going on to Higher Education to
be able to read and deepen their
understanding of academic prose.
These articles are very accessible
for students and they are in a
format that will prepare them for
future study (and hopefully their
own publications).

Head of Sciences

”

Senior A-level Business Teacher

How teachers use Review
magazines

Getting students ready for
exams and higher education

Teachers use Hodder Education’s
Review Magazines in a variety of ways,
encouraging students to summarise
articles and use the articles to write
their own exam questions, or debate a
topic in a group. One school uses the
magazines as part of their homework
calendar, and one uses of the
magazines’ e-versions in a treasure
hunt for students at the start of term.

A Head of Sixth Form adds that the
magazines prepared students for
thinking about and writing about their
subjects in a different way, one that
may be more suited to helping them
craft top exam answers.

“ The longer articles are useful

because the students can read
them as a piece of writing written
as an essay, rather than a chapter
in a textbook, and get used to
writing like that themselves.
Broadly, we are looking for
resources that take the students
beyond the textbook.

Head of Sixth Form



”

About Review Magazine
subscribers
The Review magazines have been present
in the classrooms and libraries of some
of the most established schools in the
UK and beyond since the early 1990s.
Market research shows that a positive
correlation between Ofsted performance
and market penetration level. Schools
rated as Outstanding are around three
times more likely to be a subscriber
than schools rated as Requiring
Improvement.*
Whether they are addressing a specific
need or providing background information
and inspiration to students and teachers,
the Review magazines continue to
support learning, build synoptic links and
give students the edge.

There are 15 Hodder Education
magazines: 13 for A-level and
2 for GCSE, with 17 online
archives (including IB Review
and RS Review). They are also
available as eMagazines. For
more information, please visit
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/
magazines
* Market intelligence and research provided by
The Education Company © 2017.

Thank you to our contributors: Head of Sixth Form, Loughborough Grammar School;
Head of Sciences, Magdalen College School; Senior Tutor at Woodhouse College;
A-level Business Teacher and Examiner.

See the resources overleaf ►



Magazines available for 2019-20
A-level magazines: A-level Law Review, Biological Sciences Review, Business Review, Chemistry Review, Economic Review,
English Review, Geography Review, Modern History Review, Physics Review, Politics Review, Sociology Review
GCSE magazines: Hindsight (History), Wideworld (Geography)
Archive-only magazines: IB Review, RS Review

Review Print Magazines
A-level: £36 £40
Only £12–15 per student
subscription
GCSE: £20 £22
Only £10 per student
subscription

10%
off

Review Magazine Archives
Browse, search and read up to 26 years’ worth of Review magazine
back issues online, delivered via our Dynamic Learning platform.
30% discount available with the code WY0006689.
A-level: Small cohort
GCSE: Small cohort

£105 £150
£50

£35

30%
off

Large cohort* £125 £175
Large cohort* £60 £42

Review eMagazines
eMagazines are downloadable versions of the magazines
purchased on an individual basis and allocated to students through
the Dynamic Learning platform. Students can download and view
their eMagazine on any device or browser and access their personal
copy on the move. Sign up for a free 7-day trial online.
eMagazine access: £20 per student

How do Review magazine subscriptions work?
Subscribe to the print magazine for just £36 (£40) and your students save 60% with an associated subscription, receiving
Sign
their own subscriptions for £15 each. Please contact us for more details.

Try these resources in your school
Did you know that you can take a trial of any of our online A-level magazine resources, either for 7 days
(eMagazines) or 30 days (online Archives) with no obligation? To find out more:
► Contact our Telesales Manager, Cettina Cross:
Phone: 01992 468999 • Email: Cettina.Cross@hoddereducation.co.uk
► Visit our website www.hoddereducation.co.uk/magazines19 and enter the code WY0006689 to claim
your discount on the print magazine or Archive.
Subscribe to Business Review 2018–19 today – Fill in the order form on page 4 or contact Cettina in our magazines customer service team:

*A small cohort is 26–99 students. A large cohort is 100+ students. All Dynamic Learning resources are subject to VAT.
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